“Our vision is to equip every child with the knowledge and
self belief to be happy”

Prospectus 2020/ 2021

Welcome
I would like to share with you a brief
view of our school, where we place
children at the heart of everything that
we do. We are priviledged to be set in an
area of outstanding natural beauty and
we try to use this to its full extent to
support the hearts and minds of the
whole community.
The Downley School is a place where our
children want to be, where they flourish,
grow and succeed but also where they
are valued and appreciated. We look
forward to meeting new parents/carers
and the children are understandably
proud to show you around their school. I
am confident that should you visit the
school you will receive a warm welcome
and feel assured that The Downley
School is the place for your child.
As a school we look at different styles of
learning and this is achieved through an
‘Irresistible Curriculum’. We start each
project with a stunning start, this hooks
the children and triggers their interest
and excitement. We have a ‘Marvellous
Middle’ to capture what has been learnt
and the direction we are taking and then
we complete with a ‘Fantastic Finish’,
this is a celebration of the learning and a
chance to share with others what we
have achieved.

We have Parent/carer open days where you can come and look at the learning and the children will talk you through the
project and even give you new learning opportunities. By taking this approach we believe that we are creating the
memories for the future and that these will stay with our community helping it to strengthen and grow.
Our children start the day together with ‘The Morning Mile’ accompanied by the staff, sharing a positive beginning to each
day. Everyday should be a learning adventure, with a rigorous approach and attitude to academic excellence, balanced with
a wealth of opportunities for further personal development. Our children are encouraged to take risks, both inside and
outside the classroom. Climbing trees, performing on stage, lessons in the woods and exploring new technologies are just
some of the examples of how we encourage them to be brave and experiment.
We are a values based school and the children are proud of how this guides them through their lives, providing them with
the resilience and knowledge of what is expected and can be achieved.

“At The
Downley
School we
are
encouraged
to do our
best no
matter who
you are or
what your
ability is”

We are an inclusive school that provides for all children and encourage everyone ‘to be the best that you can
be’.
We provide a range of opportunities that enable them to learn, grow and achieve as individuals and our values
support the diversity .Within this. One day the children may have been transported back to the swinging sixties
and looking at moon landings to go on to complete mathematical problems using bar modelling and tesselating
shapes to recreate Andy Warhol. This may be followed up by a cross country run or ball skills exercises. The
secret to the children’s, and the school success is inspiring them to embrace all new opportunities, to give of
their best and to rise to a wide variety of challenges which they face everyday.

“We enjoy it when the teachers help us to learn in different ways
and make it fun and exciting.”
They used sticks, stones and leaves to create pictograms and
went on a number hunt in maths.

“We enjoy it when the teachers help us to learn in
and make it fun and exciting.”

Our children have
access to a fabulous
range of facilities in
which to learn and
develop their skills,
and a dedicated team
of staff who strive
every day to inspire
and challenge. We
have large and
extensive grounds that
contain a dell, forest
school, woods, wild
meadow land, planting
beds, sports grounds,
outdoor classroom,
natural ponds,
storytelling circle and
a mud kitchen. We are
building a further
outdoor classroom
this year to extend the
children’s
learning
different
ways
opportunities.

They used sticks, stones and leaves to create pictograms and went
on a number hunt in maths.

We challenge the children in a range of ways, through ‘real life’ experiences as well as high academic
expectations. We are always striving for excellence and the key to enhancing all of these opportunities
is to have a team that hold the children at their heart and deliver innovative and balanced curriculum
which they are able to access and take full advantage of.

“We know much
more about the
animals now
because we have
seen and
touched them. I
was a little
scared of the
snake before but
I like it now.”

The children’s work on persuasive writing gained them the opportunity for an ice rink in the
playground as a ‘Fantastic finish’ to the Winter Olympics project. They shared this with the rest
of the school. This enabled them to use the learnt skills and abilities so that the whole school
had a fantastic day. We were able to challenge the children physically, take measured risks in
learning a new skill, and work as a team to help each other whilst having great fun! The weather
then supplied us with a great opportunity to extend the learning further and use our skills on
real snow!

Our facilities beyond
the bright and inviting
classrooms include; a
dedicated cookery
room, a music and
drama studio, a
costume room, and a
sports hall. All of these
facilities support the
children in exploring
the world around them;
they are well resourced
and readily available for
all children. We are
unashamed in our
expectations for
academic excellence
and rigour; however
this is well balanced
with our ability to
provide a well-rounded
curriculum that suits
the needs and demands
of modern day
education and citizens
of the future.

“We work together
and follow the school
values to make sure
our school is a happy
and safe place to
learning and grow
together.”
“Coming to school is
fun. I liked designing
and flying our kites
for peace day, and
hearing the story of
Aymel’s wish”

We are very much a
community that respects
everyone for their unique
qualities. However we are
also greater as a whole
than a sum of the parts.
Individually we achieve
and this is recognised in
the school newsletter ,
the website and every
week in celebration
assembly where
parents/carers are invited
to join us and stay for tea
with the children
afterwards alongside
school staff.
We operate an open door
policy and you are
welcome to make an
appointment to speak to
the teacher or senior staff.
The success of The
Downley School takes
many shapes and guises
but it always begins with
happy children that love
learning. Their comfort
and curiosity enables
them to explore the world
around them in the safety
of their community. We
aim to make learning fun
but also real so that the
skills developed here will
see them through life. We
allow them to be chased
by dinosaurs and behave
as Victorians to make
learning and living come
alive within a balance of
the demands and
expectations of the 21st
century.

On behalf of the children and community of The Downley School I would like to thank you for taking
the time to read our prospectus and get to know us a little better.
We hope to meet you in the future and hope that you join us on our journey.
Fiona Taylor - Headteacher

